NulOne Housing Products

Scouill
INSTALLATION, & OPERATION

IMPORTANT
SAFEGUARD·S
When using electrical appliances, basic safety precautions
should be followed, including the following:
1.

Read all instructions.

2.

Close supervision is necessary when any appliance
is used by, or near children.

3.

Make sure control dial is OFF before putting on parts
and before cleaning.

4.

Do not operate any appl iance after it has been dropped
or damaged in any manner. Return appliance to any
Authorized NuTone Service facility for examination,
repa ir, or adjustment...

Food Center

Knife Sharpener'
MODEL 274
Use with Model 250 Food Center Power Unit

SAVE -rHESE
INSTRUCTIONS
* In all instances when any appliance has been dropped or
damaged. all charges required by the NuTone Authorized
Service Center will be the sole responsibil itv of the cus·
tomer.

OPERATION:
1.

Turn power unit switch to position 3.

2. Be sure knife is clean and dry.

CAUTION

3. Place the heel of the knife blade into the guide slot next

This Knife Sharpener is designed to do excellent sharpening
of all straight edge knives. However. do not attempt to
sharpen knives with an irregular edge such as Serrated. Hollow
Edges, Scalloped, Fluted or Corrugated.

to the sharpening stone (left or right). Hold the knife
firmly by the handle and draw the knife slowly toward you
with the cutting edge of the knife in contact with the side
of the stone. Allow the weight of the knife and the guide
slot to apply the necessary pressure and positioning.

4. Repeat step 3 for the other side of the knife.
5.

Repeat steps 3 and 4, alternating left and right side of
stone per knife stroke, unti I the knife is sharp. (Figure 3)

CLEANING:
About once a year, the knife sharpener should be cleaned to
remove grit and metal particles which may have fallen beneath the sharpening stone. To remove the cover, remove the
four screws on the bottom of the sharpener. Remove the cover
and dean out the deposits Do not oil any part of your sharpener. Any oi I put into the kn ife sharpener may destroy the
rubber grommet that drives the sharpening stone.
The outside cover may be washed with mild soap and water.
DO NOT immerse the entire unit in water. There is a factory
installed lubricant in the drive shaft that could be dissolved
by soaking in a detergent water. DO NOT wash unit in the
automatic dishwasher.

1. Position knife sharpener in base
plate.

2. Turn counterclockwise until sharpener is firmly secured in place.

3. Be sure grinding wh~l is to the
left of sharpener a nd the stone is
lined up parallel to the long side
of base plate.
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